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Make mealtime magic for the whole family! Writer Annabel Karmel, Cordon Bleu-trained chef and mother of three, has
structured First Meals by ages (4-6 months, 6-9 a few months, 9-12 months, etc.), causeing this to be a must-possess
guidebook for any family members with "under-5s". Nutritional information for all recipes is included, as well as
preparation and cooking times, freezing instructions, and particular ideas for fussy or allergy-plagued eaters. First Foods
makes it simple for you to feed your kids 5 and youthful in the most healthy, economical, and least labor-intensive
method possible--with meals you have cooked yourself! A lively, easy-to-make use of cookbook with photographs on
every web page and more than 150 recipes, First Meals ranges from the initial solid foods a baby should eat, to meals
the entire family can enjoy.
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good ideas I like the images and the design of the publication. The gallery shows quick-to-prepare foods for energetic
toddlers selected from the 28 recipes. Overall, I'd have to say that I don't use it very much because, for my kids, they
don't really like foods when I spend much effort on them. One suggestion (this might be covered but I have not read all
of the intro components): Before you put the meal in the processor chip, our out adequate the liquid. I spent alot of
period making those sweet pizza muffins, and me and my hubby ate them. Once again I am impressed by the variety of
recipes presented.We made many of the recipes, and my child loved each one. YUM! I have this book for when my 3
month aged is ready to begin solids, although I've 2 older children I have experienced feeding with currently.S. However,
it generally does not give as many dishes for the the beginning stages as I would have liked. My wife got this book for
me because I was sick and tired of giving my son food from the jar.. Clean ingredients = Healty & yummy mealtimes!
Many take the same timeframe as planning a dish for an adult dinner.. Didn't preserve this. It wasn't surprising then, to
find that Ms. Karmel points out at the end of several of the dishes, how exactly to adjust the seasoning (i. I find that
most of the meals take about 20-30 a few minutes to prepare. adding salt/spices) to suit a grown-up palette! I had huge
piles of chicken, beef, carrots, lovely potatoes, leeks, etc.) When I arrived home, I instantly ordered it.But as far as what I
have observed in Children's cookbooks I'd have to say this is actually the nicest.. Delicious, healthy food - and with
"regular" ingredients.and so did We! When I obtain bored of figuring out how exactly to prepare food... All the
ingredients were easily available at my local grocer's too.As a cook who once used to make alligators out of pickles to
serve with sandwiches to amuse my clients (don't ask), I could say, this publication has some cute ideas. tasty meals
over bland jarred or canned baby meals. My older children still enjoy a few of the meals (e.. Every time I got a baby I
examined it. There's recipes from 4 months to 5 years+. They don't care if the food is healthy, they simply want to buy
to taste good. Her three children are her inspiration.. I love cooking and all the recipes looked therefore appetizing even for an adult palette. They love their vegitables and revel in trying all sorts of food even the ones that many adults
would discover new or exotic. For occupied moms I would suggest making one or two dishes over the weekend and
freezing them in portion sizes for the week. I think offering a multitude of healthy foods from the start of solid feeding is
one of the reasons I haven't any trouble introducing new foods to my teenagers now. Search for updated versions of the
book. I first saw this book at a friend's place where I leafed through it... Still it is nice to know there are alternatives to
the jar on the shelves at your local grocery store!. NOt creative enough for me, nothing nEw for me or mine, maybe there
can be an updated version right now my grand children are bigger now Easy, delicious and nutricious recepies A must
have!a breeze to follow and perfect guide of how exactly to introduce a number of foods and start healthy eating habits..
Nevertheless the book could make use of a less strenuous format and more pictures. Fun Food that's healthy too!
Salmon Starfish about a bed of green bean "seaweed" sounds a bit exotic for kids, however one wonders if a child will
grow up to become a grasp chef if fed a healthy diet plan of gourmet food as a kid. My son LOVES these things.)While
that is written to amuse kids and parents alike, I could not help thinking a few of the tips were too good just for
children. The cucumber blooms on the Cucumber and Cheese open up sandwiches looked quite beautiful for a summer
months tea as do the salad and cheese cut-out butterfly sandwiches.Overall a great purchase for those who prefer to
offer new & The chocolate profiteroles & puff pastry mice appeared good if you ask me! You have to see the "sleeping
cannelloni" where they possess a blanket of cheese, mushroom faces and dark olive boots.The very first thing you will
observe is that book is filled with really healthy food! Sure, there are cookies and pastries, but also for the most
component the food is made from fresh elements like vegetables and chicken white meat, etc.Annabel Karmel is a
leading expert on food preparation for children and also is undoubtedly a Cordon Bleu chef. It displays! Good could be
imrpoved The recipes have become good and the information can be excellant (I'd check with your peditrician about
possible food allergies on some recipes). Some are simple and some are gourmet. Annabel provides combined "child
charm" with sound nutritional concepts.) - with this publication, we actually end her meals if she doesn't consume
everything! Apricot PureePapaya & A power food processor, hand blender, metal-mesh strainer and moulis will be pretty
common in lots of kitchen, nevertheless, you might want to invest in these items when purchasing this book if you are
cooking for very young children. When preparing baby meals, you will have to mix purees and a food processor will come
in very handy. Of course, you can use a mouli to help make the puree as my mother was known to perform in Africa,

where I don't keep in mind bottles of baby food being very common., poultry, parsnip, carrot casserole and the tasty
beef recipe) I simply get to miss the puree step (even my husband enjoys some of the recipes too!..~The Rebecca
ReviewP.9-12 Months: A discussion of developing dexterity and encouraging self-feeing, with a gallery of suitable new
foods, including finger foods, and 17 recipes.12-18 Months - Explaining toddlers' changing dietary needs and the
importance of integrating into family meals. Cottage CheeseMango &18 Months - 24 months: Creative and sensible
strategies for dealing with fussy eaters. The recipes seem to be well approved by my four and one . 5 year previous.2-3
Years: Constructive tips about arranging easy meals for youngsters with a busy time, with a gallery showing perfect
party foods and 25 creative recipes.3-5 Years: Suggestions for ways to encourage your son or daughter to check out a
varied diet. After that, one by one, I threw the stuff in the meals processor.Recipes that appearance delish:Pear
PureeRice &After a brief introduction, you will want to take a look at the kitchen equipment you will need to have
readily available. A gallery of interesting foods is followed by 25 recipes. Banana no-prepare pureeCreamy Poultry &
BroccoliTuna and Zucchini LasagnaApple, Mango & Apricot MuesliBanana MuffinsStrawberry & Banana
SmoothieHomemade Ice PopsCheesy Loaf of bread AnimalsA cute cookbook with practical advice writtenby a
remarkably creative professional cook!6-9 A few months: Expert information on introducing fresh tastes and textures,
accompanied by a gallery of more complex purees and 27 recipes. After reading through I found it very educational.. The
recipes were easy to check out and took relatively short amount of time. Good for each baby This cook book nearly as
good advice and ideas for making homemade baby food. Excellent book! Takes the fear out of making your own baby
food! The nice part was that most of the recipes may be frozen for later on, which helps with little ones' smaller
appetites. provides lots of simple and innovative ways to prepare the meals. I love that it provides sections on each age
group to get them started with consuming solids and continuing to do so without all the chemicals and preservatives
that meals companies are putting in their food nowadays. Baby Food This is a great book. It has actually helpful info
about starting your child on solids Dont' give up! Nor do I believe I will actually use some of those listed for the toddler
phases as they are as well labor intensive. From the processor and into the ice cube trays.e. However, a lot of the
ingredients are the same.The book is divided up into:4-6 Months: A guide to successful weaning, with advice on
introducing solids, and having a photographic gallery of first purees and 14 simple recipes. Intolerance. Therefore, for
example, a few weeks ago I make 5 meals at onetime. (This publisher, DK, usually has a great method of laying out the
text and photos for the greatest impact, as well. and I just grabbed what I required and threw it all into pots. The gallery
displays a cosmopolitan selection of meals from the 20 dishes. I started cooking him these foods when he was about 9 a
few months and I recommend this reserve to everyone. ; To them simple is best. After that, as you puree you can bring it
up to the regularity you want.but since many of the recipies can be frozen (I produce bigger batches and then freeze in
little portions which can be thawed as needed) I only want set aside a couple of hours on a monthly basis or so to
possess a wide variety of great and healthy dishes open to serve. My dread is that folks will look as of this book and
decide never to make their child's baby food. This is a huge mistake. The meals you cook is SO much tastier compared
to the stuff out of those jars. EXCELLENT publication - easy, tasty, nutritious! This is a great book - I have used it for 4
months now and have recommended it highly to numerous others. I really enjoyed this book.. Several other books that I
viewed had strange things that my husband and I would never eat (ie: seaweed?? Parents can give their children the
best nutritional start to life and encourage their children not to be fussy eaters. I appreciate the mixture of quality
recipes to make as well as simple 1-2 component no-cook and quick-make purees. It's a shame that so many people are
too intimidated to make their own baby meals. The book is MUCH better arranged than others I viewed, which makes it
much easier and exciting to use. She has close-up photos showing you texture (which I definitely needed early on), as
well as suggestions on how exactly to cook, puree, and freeze fundamental fruits and vegetables. It really is easy and so
much cheaper - and better for your child! This publication helps build your confidence! Actual people (babies) deserve
actual food I used this book for both of my teenagers (now 7 & 4) and simply dug it back out for our new little one (7
months old). As of this age my children like all their foods seperate and identifiable... I concur that a few of the recipes
take a bit much longer than opening a jar and reheating.!.. The truth is, if the finish product is too runny it gets difficult
to put up a spoon and the only way to control this is to obtain some liquid before processing. Yum!g.Gleam section on

Food Allergies &). Overall tasty and healthy dishes that Personally i think are worth your time and effort to help foster a
lifetime love of "healthy" foods.
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